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Place of Birth
Language
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Dancing
Other talents
Favourite performing artiste
TV program you wish to
participate in
Most stylish male artiste
Characteristics of a stylist
male artiste

elcome to Baptizine! This year, we have chosen ‘World Culture’ as our theme.
Even though we live in Hong Kong, it is important for every one of us, a world

citizen, to know our world well. We will introduce some interesting countries and their
culture in our English magazine. Hope you’ll enjoy and having fun while reading it. We
would also like to thank all our writers (our Active English Officers) in helping us to
produce Baptizine this year.

Matthew Chan (陳諾忠)
26
6’3
179lb
Hong Kong
Cantonese, Putonghua, English
University graduate
Guitar, bass guitar, drum
Pop dance
Modelling, song composing, singing & acting
Tony Leung, Nick Cheung, Christian Bale
TV drama, Nick Cheung, Christian Bale
Daniel Wu, Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro
Confident, Humorous, Positive attitude,
Gentle, Responsible

About the early life

M

1B Wong Lok Hei, Edgar

atthew felt happy when
studying in our school. He
thought it was fun although
sometimes it could be very nerveracking, but he loved our school very much. There
were some interesting scenes that he could still
remember, such as practising Eng lish with his
favourite teacher, Miss Fok and playing
basketball during free time. He used
t o b e i n t h e s ch o o l b a s ke t b a l l t e a m
and bird watching team. He missed
those activities very much and also his
teachers. He thought teachers take good
care of him like his parents. He said, “Our
school is like a family. We help and take
care of each other.” The secondary school
education helped him build up networks
with his teachers and friends who always
give him a great support.

His study life in Canada

A

3C Chen Chor Yi, Jessie

fter finishing his Form 5 study in
Hong Kong, he decided to go to
Canada to further his study. One of the reasons was
he thought Canada was safer than the UK and the
US. He also thought that the living environment of
Canada was comfortable and Canadians were friendly.
When he first arrived Vancouver, Canada, he found it
difficult to chat with local Canadian
in English. His English became
better after he spent time on
watching YouTube videos. He first
chose Mass Communication as his
major at university. Later, since he
found his real interest in acting, he
switched his major to Acting.

About his career
3D Wong Pui Yee, Jasmin
f ter g raduating from the university, Matthew joined a
competition in Vancouver called Project Boyz Power. He won
the award and returned to Hong Kong to start his acting career. It is
interesting that he liked playing basketball most when he studied
in our school and had no experience in acting at all. He really
thought that studying in Canada did shape him to become an actor today. Matthew said being an
actor was never easy. He had to do a lot of auditions in order to get a chance to act. He has been
involved in some advertisements these days and also got some modelling jobs. He believed that
his enthusiasm in acting would not let him down and he would not give up so easily. There is no
doubt that he will keep on trying very hard to become a famous actor in the future.
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Everything You Need To Know About Raindrop Cakes

W

Japanese Anime
4C Jean Wun

hat will you think of when talking about Japanese food? Sushi? Ramen? It is not worth
writing an article about them. Then can you guess what I am going to introduce next?
I want to introduce Raindrop Cakes, known as Mizu Shingen Mocha
in Japan, to you all. It was first developed by the Kinseiken Seika
Company in Japan’s Yamanashi prefecture (located in the southwest of Tokyo). It is simply
made of water from the Japanese Alps and agar, a gelatin replacement derived from seaweed.
If a Raindrop Cake is left in the room temperature for more than 20 minutes, it will melt.
Therefore, customers can’t buy it as a present. It is pity that it is only for sale at weekends in
summer in Yamanashi Prefecture.

5B Lai Tsz Lok, David

H

ave you ever heard of anything about Mobile suit Gundam? It’s one of the most popular
anime in japan ,even around the world. It has a history of almost 30 years. Also, there are a
lot of series,for example, gundam ORIGIN, gundam Z, gundam Iron-blooded orphans etc. Now, I am
going to introduce a series that I love the most, Gundam 00.
Gundam 00 is an anime which started to broadcast in
March 2007. It’s about the Earth running out of fossil
fuels. Humans start to rely on solar energy. And then, they
build a solar power tower from the ground to the space
and a solar power satellite around it. However, it only for
the countries who build it, so many countries fight for it.
The world becomes a mess. In this
moment, Celestial Being with four gundams
get involved and stop all the wars. They get
everyone’s attention, and all of them want to
destroy Celestial Being. The story starts here.

Don’t be disappointed. You don’t have to fly to Japan to try a Raindrop Cake. There
is a shop called Hana Soft Cream, which is located in Dragon Centre in Sham Shui
Po, selling Raindrop Cake for HK$15 each. Perhaps you can try it when you go
there for ice-skating or shopping. Also, there are many videos on Youtube that
teach people how to make a Raindrop Cake. I highly recommend you to watch
the video named How to make easy Raindrop Cake【1 Minute Cooking】
prepared by Decocookie as her video is simple and practical. Hope you’ll
enjoy watching how to make a Raindrop Cake and eating it with
your beloved ones.

Japanese Anime

A

The reason why I love Japanese anime,
especially Gundam, is you would never guess
what is going to happen next. It always gives you surprises. When you
think someone is going to die, he lives at the end miraculously. When you think the boss has died,
the real boss comes out. It’s also a charm that makes you addicted to it just like girls watching
Korean TV.

5C Lau Ho Fai, Jimmy

I recommend Japanese anime to all of you . There should be at least one anime that could attract
you to watch it.

nime, a word to describe Japanese animation. But do
you really know anime? Back to the 70s, the word
Anime didn’t really exist. People usually used Manga(漫畫)
to describe anime. Now they combine Manga and Animation
together. That’s why we have the word Anime. It has became
one of the most popular Cultural and Creative Industries.
Have you ever been to HKACG(香港動漫電玩節) or C3 AFA(亞洲
動漫節) before? These two are the only events related to anime,
but each year we have tons of anime lovers taking part in. How
Beautiful faces and good body shape
many you may ask? For about 680K people every year. That’s
a huge amount for me and the number keeps rising. As you can see, anime is actually a pop culture
that has become part of our lives.
Anime characters always have a beautiful face such as big eyes, small mouth and own a body shape that
doesn’t make any sense. But people still love these things and even call some of them their wife or husband.
I know it’s crazy. But trust me, it’s completely normal in 21st century. Another reason why people love anime
is because of its story line. The world of the anime is full of mysteries and fantasies. None of them are real. Japanese
artists are very creative. Now let me give you an example.
Currently, I’ve been watching an anime series called Fate and it’s stunning for me because
of the quality the anime studio which is called Ufotable. It produces the fighting scenes
which are smooth and the effects are fascinating and absolutely stunning. Trust me, if you
search Fate in Google, you won’t get the result about the definition or meaning about fate,
you’ll get the result about the anime called Fate in contrast.

Experience the unique “Ryukyu Culture” in Okinawa
3C Ip Tsz Ching, Alicia

Language

O

kinawa (沖繩島) predominantly used Ryukyu during the
period of RyuKyu Kingdom. Ryukyu and Japanese have
many similarities in basic vocabulary and phonological systems, but
they also differ greatly in grammar, advanced vocabulary, and written
diction, and there are also great differences in Ryukyu language.

Festivals
Dragon boat racing was popular in Okinawa in the past. The oldest event was the dragon boat race in Tomigusuku.
(Japanese: 豊見城ハーリー) Naha Dragon Boat Race (Japanese: 那覇ハーリー) is the largest folk festival event in Okinawa
Prefecture. It originated from the dragon boat race in the Dragon Boat Festival. It was held at the beginning of May
every year.
The Silk River Race (Japanese: 糸満ハ—レ—) is another major dragon boat event
in Okinawa Prefecture. It is held on the 4th of May each year. In the Okinawa
prefecture, modern celebrations take place in the Okinawa International Carnival
(Japnese: 沖縄国際カー二バル) held every November in Okinawa City. Naha Festival
(Japanese: 那覇まつり), also known as the world’s largest tug of war, is held every
October in Naha Festival.

And remember, Fate is an anime series so the world view is pretty complicated. Fate/stay
night takes place in 2004 in Fuyuki City(冬木市). This story is about seven magicians who
fight with each other for the Holy Grail(聖杯). It’s called the Holy Grail War. It can make
every wish or dream come true. The magicians don’t fight with their magic. It’s way too
7 Servants who show up in
simple. In Fate, each magician needs to summon their own servants in order to win the
Fate/stay night
war. One magician can only summon one servant form one of the seven classes: Saber,
Archer, Lancer, Berserker, Rider, Assassin and Caster. And every servant is a famous history character or even a
legendary character. For example, I can summon Arthur King or even some gods to help me win the war. And each and
every servant has their own unique and powerful Noble Phantasms(寶具). They usually represent the most powerful or
signature weapon of the servant; for example, Arthur King’s Noble Phantasm is Excalibur(石中劍).

Food
Okinawa’s food culture is unique because of the great differences of the climate and the
natural environment with the ones in other parts of Japan. Okinawan cuisine can be
divided into palace cuisine and local cuisine, which was popular in the former Ryukyu
Kingdom. The common features of the cuisines include the use of fewer spices and more
cooking methods such as frying. It is easily found that the Chinese food culture poses a
great influence on Okinawan cuisine.

So…… Who will finally win the war? Well……I’m not going to talk about it here. It’s meaningless if I tell you right now.
You need to find it out for yourself or it’s going to be boring. So what are you waiting for? Take action now!
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K-pop culture
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Best Tasting Korean Dishes
3C Sin Tsz Ching, Chingmy

re you addicted to K-pop culture? Have you ever listened to some of
the famous songs like “TT” or “DNA”? I personally think that K-pop

culture has become more and more popular among teenagers. This article
will discuss the influence of K-pop, the music style of K-pop and also some
of the criticisms on K-pop culture.

K

3C Wong Cheuk Lam, Agnes
orean food is one of the healthiest cuisines on the Earth. Here is my top3
favourite Korean food.

Kimchi
Kimchi is high in nutritional value, fiber and low in calories. Kimchi is preserved by

Firstly, K-pop is now being more and more popular and it is gaining a lot of global audience. Not only do people

spicy seasonings. It is a tradition for every Korean family to prepare and preserve

in Asia love K-pop, but many people from the UK, Europe and America are also lovers of K-pop. Furthermore,

a large amount of kimchi every year.

according to the search volume from Google Trends, the number of people searching for K-pop has been rapidly
increasing since 2008, thus proving the ever-growing popularity of K-pop all over the world.

Bibimbap

Secondly, there are so many music styles of K-pop, such as “R&B”,”HIP-HOP”,”ROCK”,”JAZZ” and also “RHYTHEM

Bibimbap is a bowl of mixed ingredients. An egg yolk is found in its centre
surrounded by multiple vegetables and meat.The ingredients are mixed together with a

AND BLUES”. Also, many musical instruments like electronic guitar, bass guitar and drum sets are used in

few drops of spicy red chili sauce and sesame oil. It tastes great!

K-pop songs. Therefore, you can find K-pop music full of variety!
However, K-pop got quite a lot of criticisms. For

Ddukbokki (spicy rice cake)

instance, many songs from K-pop are too

Ddukbokki is a common spicy Korean food made of rice cakes, fish cake,

similar to some of the western songs as

vegetables, and sweet red chili sauce. People enjoy its spicy and sweet

many production teams and companies

flavours a lot.

like making reference of Wester n
music in their production. Therefore,
sometimes the problem of plagiarism
is found. Furthermore, many K-pop
artists or trainees have to face the
problems of over-practising and

The Dark Side to the South Korean Miracle

heavy workload. According to the
data from TVBTW, Korean artists can only get 30% of their salary even though they

N

usually suffer from limited rest. Moreover, they are rarely able to fight for their rights
from their entertainment companies.

4C Wong Ki Chi, Nikki
owadays, Korean pop culture has become the hottest trend in the world. Many
people pay a lot of attention on the entertainment industry of South Korea.

However, do you know Korean also have the highest suicide rate in the world? Why so

To conclude, K-pop has become a trend

many people in South Korea want to end up their life?

in the world and teenagers are keen on
it due to its wide range of music elements.

First, it is related to the education system. In South Korea,

However, as the audience and lovers of K-pop

students spend an average of 16 hours on their study

music, we also have to place our concern on the

or school activities every day. Also, the education system

problems of K-pop industry as well.

there is extremely competitive. It is very difficult to get into the
esteemed universities. The keen competition makes students in South Korea under
great stress. Although students in South Korea are able to receive education of high
quality, the education system has also been blamed for a high suicide rate among
those aged 10-19.
Second, it is about youth unemployment issue. As all we know, there are some large
brands, such Samsung, LG or Lotte, in South Korea. These companies control almost
the whole market in South Korea. Small companies which have less competitive power are eliminated in the
market. Therefore, most Korean teenagers admire to get into the large companies.
However, the keen competiveness makes teenagers unable to find a job easily.
Therefore, a lot of them feel hopeless for their career prospect in the future and try
to end up their life.
Korean pop culture is getting more and more popular all over the world. Apart
from the bright sides of that country, we also need to know more about the
problems that South Korea is facing in order to broaden our horizons and have a
better understanding of that neighbouring country of Hong Kong.
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this makes the gameplay truly
unique. Almost every wall and
f loor in Rainbow Six can be
damaged. Players can shoot
through it or blow it up. This
c a u s e s t h e m a p t o ch a n ge
constantly and arouses
players’ interest in playing
the game.

My trips to USA

M

5B Shum Man Hei, Alvin

y first trip to the USA is in the summer holiday of
2014. I remembered that I was very excited because
it is my first time to travel in USA.
First, my first destination is Los Angeles in California. Los
Angeles is a beautiful city in Southern California. In Los
Angeles, there are many beautiful beaches, mountains and
theme parks. I went to Disneyland and Universal Studio.
The Disneyland in USA is quite different
from the one in Hong Kong. It’s far bigger. I also went to
the most famous beach in Los
Angeles. That is Venice beach.
It’s a very big beach. You can
see the Pacific Ocean. And I
have played a football match
with the locals in the beach;
it’s very exciting.

F

H

5C Leung Tsz Ying, Kay

ave you listened to No Tears Left To Cry or Friend? These are just some of the most popular American pop
songs. We can find out a lot more about American songs in different social media such as YouTube. Although
Korean songs are very popular nowadays, American pop songs are still the leader of the international music
industry.
In Hong Kong, you can hear American pop songs anywhere and anytime. We can use the JOOX or YouTube to listen to
them. When you are shopping with your friends, you may hear some music in different shops. It shows that American
pop music is part of our daily life.
American pop songs always have significant achievements. For example, the viewing figures of music video easily
reach more than 1 million views. Although some Korean songs can get more than 1 million views in a month, most
of the American songs can get 1 million in 2~3 hours after the music video is released. So it proves that American
songs are far more popular. It is because the style of music is changing all the time and the themes of the songs are so
attractive. Do you want to start listening to American songs?

4A Kong Cheuk Hei, Danny

irst Person Shooter games have been playing an
important role in the gaming culture. There are many
devoted supporters for its fast paced action. I am one
of them. The game Rainbow Six Siege was released in
2015 by a French game developing company Ubisoft.
This game is based on the gameplay of destruction. Fans
like me love this game. But why? Before looking into the
popularity of the game, here is the introduction of the
story and gameplay.

4. Senses:
Senses, especially hearing sense, are appealed.
As there are no mini maps to help you locate your
enemies, some operator gadgets and the attackers’
drones do help you locate your enemies. However,
most of the time, you’ll be relying on your senses.
No other game puts that much focus on the players’
senses like Rainbow Six does. This is also the reason
why Rainbow Six Siege has one of the most unique
gameplays.

The story is not the main focus of the game, the gameplay
is. In the multiplayer matches in the training program,
operators from different CTUs fight with each other so as
to be trained up to fight against the terrorists.

5. Community:
Rainbow Six Siege has one of the most passionate
gaming communities. Some members of the
community prepare guides at YouTube or on other
social media platforms
t o h e l p n e w p l aye r s
get used to the
complicated r ules of
the game. When I was
a newbie, I always
sought help to try to
improve my skills on
the Internet. Now, I’m
a seasoned player and
I help my friends to catch up with the game with
some tips. Some other members of the community
do cosplays to show others how much they love
the game. Some of them also create memes (jokes
in the form of photos) of Rainbow Six. You will
find these memes funny even if you don’t play
the game. The Lord Tachanka meme is one of the
best examples. Tachanka is regarded useless at
the early stage of the game because his gadget
renders you completely stationary and puts
you in a dangerous position. So the community
started calling him “The Lord” as a sarcastic
joke. This is later spread among other players
and they started making memes about him.
Then, the Lord Tachanka meme has become the
symbol of Rainbow Six Siege. In short, Lord Tachanka
was turned from a joke into a legend of the gaming
history. A big thank to Lord Tachanka and The Rainbow
Six Siege Community for introducing such an amazing
game to me and many other players in the world!

The story of Rainbow Six
is simple. A terrorist group
known as The White Masks
is rising. CTUs (Counter
Terrorism Units) all over
the world are united to
for m the team R ainbow
to fight for peace from the
rising terrorists.

In each match, 10 players are split into 2 teams of 5 as
Attackers and Defenders.
There are 3 phases in each match.
Pre-Phase:

2 teams pick their desired operators
and discuss the plan of the match.
Preparation Phase: Defenders place traps and other
gadgets to stop or slow down the
advance of the attackers. Attackers
u s e d r o n e s t o s c o u t a r o u n d fo r
the target and identify defending
operators.
Action Phase:
Attackers move into the target area
to secure a biohazard container
so as to save a hostage or defuse a
bomb. Defenders need to stop the
attackers from doing so.
This is the brief outline of the story and the gameplay.
Now let’s discuss why this game is so popular among
many gamers.

Unique gameplay

There are some unique features of the gameplay of
Rainbow Six.
1. Unique operator gadgets:
Each operator in Rainbow Six has a unique gadget that
helps players and their team. Like a Mounted Machine
gun, a defending operator called Tachanka can lay
down heavy fire on enemies to make their push harder.
2. Destruction:
As the games of Rainbow Six is based on destruction,
8

3. Maps:
Maps in Rainbow Six are far smaller when compared
to other games like Battlefield, where maps can be as
big as the whole city. Maps in Rainbow Six only cover
a small building and the surrounding areas. The fight
starts as soon as the action phase starts. When outside
attackers and defenders are engaged in medium range
fights, defenders remaining inside can peek out. When
the fight moves from outside to inside, this is when
players find the fun. Close quarters combat with the
destruction and unique operator gadgets are used.
This makes the gameplay evolve into another level.
Chaos envelops you as walls and ceilings fall all around
you and bullets fly all over the place.

Story and Gameplay

This year, I went to the States
again. The place that I went this
year is the Yellow Stone Park. It is
a very beautiful national park. You
can see many beautiful views in the park. For example, the waterfront, Cabrera
and the geyser. It’s an amazing place. If you have a chance, you must go to USA.
You can experience many new things.

American Pop Songs

ainbow Six Siege

9

Generally speaking, Rainbow Six Siege is an amazing
game with distinct characters and a community that has
burning passion. If you are a fan of shooter games, giving
Rainbow Six Siege a shot is a decision you won’t regret!
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British Cultural Day

Visit to
Central Business District
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Learning
Activities

English
Pronunciation Workshop
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Behind the Scenes
4C Choy Tak Hei, Curtis

4C Wun Jean

‘Is it delicious?’ ‘Does this
job require a pair of thick
glasses?’

renewable energy in Hong Kong.
“Solar energy sounds a good one because we have a lot of
sunshine here in Hong Kong but Hong Kong’s land is so
expensive and small. Where do you find the place to put
solar panels? For wind energy, I thinks CLP tries to work
on wind energy but it is difficult because you do not have a
space to build facilities. We don’t even have place to build
flats for living, so it is really difficult to work on it.

OK, let me tell you, the
c o r r e c t a n s w e r s fo r b o t h
questions are NO.

Q: Should the ORRC be highly promoted to the public?
A: Yes, it will be. The Government has already planned the
programme of promotion events that they will launch.

D

o you know much
about the job of a civil
engineer?

‘Huh? Then WHAT does a civil engineer do?’
A civil engineer designs and creates everything you see
that’s been built around us, such as roads, railways and
offices. It sounds cool, doesn’t it? To learn more about being
a civil engineer, we interviewed Mr Marshall Tsoi, a civil
engineer who works at The Organic Resources Recovery
Centre (ORRC) project, for more details.
The Organic Resources Recovery Centre (ORRC) is a place
to stabilize the organic waste and turn them into useful
compost products and biogas for energy recovery. That
means this helps reduce food waste and produce energy at
the same time.
Before we asked him questions about the project, we would
like to know about his early life first.
Q: What makes you so interested in civil engineering?
A: At first, I was never so interested in civil engineering
when I was at school. I was interested in cars when I was
about your age. So I wanted to be a mechanical engineer
and work in the car industry. At that time, I studied in
the UK and wanted to work in Hong Kong. However, after
my studies, I realized that Hong Kong had limited job
vacancies for mechanical engineering industry. I am an
engineering type person. I thought I would have more
opportunities if I shifted to the field of civil engineering
and found a job in Hong Kong
Q: What kind of project are you taking now?
A: We are now designing and building a facility for the
Environmental Protection Department (EPD). Food waste
and leftover from meals will be sent to this factory and
food waste will be used to generate biogas. The biogas
will be burnt to create electricity. The electricity will
be first used by the factory for self-sustaining purpose.
Extra electricity will be sent to the China Light and Power
Company Limited for the use of Hong Kong citizens. The
above process will greatly reduce food waste. Imagine you
have a big bag of food waste now, after the process, it will
become a smaller bag of food waste. In this case, we turn
food waste to something more useful stop the waste from
going to the landfills,
Q: How important is civil engineering to the life of modern
people?
A: It’s very important! I am not saying that because I am a
civil engineer. Just think about houses that you are living,
the road that you are riding on and the toilets that you are
using every day, they are all built by civil
engineers. Engineers are under-appreciated,
compared to lawyers or doctors.
We also asked Mr. Tsoi for his opinion on The
ORRC. “The ORRC is not a renewable energy,
it is not our first priority to make renewable
energy. We are trying to reduce the amount
of food waste which is valuable in a way to
landfill.” said Mr. Tsoi.
Mr. Tsoi also thinks it is hard to develop
12

Q: What do you enjoy most as being a civil engineer?
A: One of the things is depend on your own character. For me,
I get bored quite easily, so I like engineering is that I will
work ono new project every two to three years, instead of
always sitting in the same office or doing the same thing
every day. Besides doing projects, I also work on building
bridges, working in the middle of the sea, building a
container terminal......You can explore lots of things, and
it is interesting for me.
Q: What is the most difficult part of your job?
A: I think the most difficult part of my current job, properly
same as other careers, is managing people. I think
calculation is also difficult, but it is something that you
can actually study for and do well if you are diligent in
it. There are over 100
people working on this
project, not including
the people working
outside. Having different
characters, each one has
different problems, so I
need to tr y to manage
everybody to work
together. It is the most
difficult part for me.
Q: What are the biggest challenges/unhappy experience
have you faced?
A: I will not say unhappy experience as I think every job
have ups and downs, that also something that you guys
should be ready for. I think the biggest challenge is not
meeting schedule — the day we need to finish the project.
For example, I must be honest to say that this project is a
bit delayed, we will not finish on time, so I am facing a lot
of pressure from my boss. It is just like you guys, you need
to finish homework on time and study for your exam.

Feedback from Curtis
After this interview with Mr. Tsoi, I have learnt a lot from
him. He told me not to be worried about our future because
the environment is always changing and no one knows what
will happen in the future.

Feedback from Jean
I have learnt a lot from Mr. Tsoi!
He told me that I can try lots of
things when I am
young and should
not be afraid of
challenges. Also,
he shared with us
many interesting
things that occurred in his life. I would like
to interview him again if there was one more
chance.
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Backstage Crew
Stage Manager
Lighting Crew
Sound Crew
Assistant Stage Manager

Sarah Chan 4C
Carmen Ko 4A
Helen Wong 5A
Karman Chen 1D
Didsbury Cheung 1D
Charisse Lau 1D
Wendy Leung 1D
Jenny Lo 1D
Ghost Sham 2A
Annie Tang 2A
Helen Chan 2C
Joey Leung 2C
Kelly Ng 2C
Lucia Shum 2C
Yoyo Tang 2C
Kyle Lee 2D

Minor Characters

Sarah Chan 4C

Carmen Ko 4A

Helen Wong 5A

Didsbury Cheung 1D

Annie Tang 2A

Charisse Lau 1D

Helen Chan 2C

Lucia Shum 2C
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Wendy Leung 1D

Joey Leung 2C

Yoyo Tang 2C

Jenny Lo 1D

Kelly Ng 2C

Kyle Lee 2D

Karman Chen 1D

Ghost Sham 2A

1B Rachel Lee

1D Irene Zhou

2C Angel Cheng

2C Connie Lau

2C Vienna Ting

1C Reyes Chan

1B Yoyo Chong

1D Koey Ho

1D Chaka Wong

1D Mary Chan

2C Annie Chan

2C Daisy Mok

2C Vivian Cheung

1D Vicky Yim

2C Ben Lam

2C Koey Yu

2C Cici Wong

2C Kumiko Chan

2D William Wong

3C Anson Liu

2A Nicholas Mok

2C Cindy Cheung

2C Nicole Chow

4A Natalie Chan
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Dicky Lam 5D (Bill Sikes)
In this musical, playing the character of Bill Sikes is absolutely a challenge
to me. Why? I am the kind of person who laughs and plays a lot. But Sikes
is a cruel, wicked person. I need time to understand this person, his tone,
speech, action and manner; I have to work extra hard. Also, the background
of the play is the grassroots of 19th century England. The language and
accent are already a big problem as it is not easy to read and understand.
Fortunately, we had teachers and schoolmates, all working equally hard
and encouraging each other all the time. All those problems and difficulties
were gone in our passion and memories.

Sharing of Main Characters
Jerry Fung 1C (Oliver)
Through the training of this musical, I have become
brave enough to perform and learned to sing loud and
clear before a large
crowd. It was not too
busy at the beginning
because the schedule
was not tight and tiring.
It was manageable. But
it was a different story
later, I had to memorize
the lines and the songs
in a period of time. The
songs were not difficult
to memorize, but there
are actions, and then it was really exhausting. But it is
a wonderful opportunity to learn what drama is.

Michael Lee 6C (Fagin)
I am glad to perform in the musical Oliver. This is
a great challenge for me as the character I played is
Fagin, a character which is rich in emotions. Therefore
I had to spend more time
understanding the character
and playing it through the
lyrics and lines.
Also, in this musical, we
cooperated with Form
one and two students.
They were focused and
hard-working in each
rehearsal session. This is an
interesting experience for
me to work with them.

Nancy Poon 5D (Nancy)
In this musical, I play the character of Nancy. Although my name is Nancy, I
am totally different from the Nancy in the play, who is a strong woman with
her own opinions and morality, and always keeps calm in face of dangers. She
has a charm that comes from her courage and conviction. I like this character,
from whom I can learn and improve myself a lot to be a better Nancy. In the
past, I was not comfortable working with junior students. But this musical gave
me the opportunity to work with a lot juniors in a longer period of time; we can
know more about each other and enjoy spending time together. I feel easy and
comfortable.

Issac Cheung 4D (Mr Sowerberry)
Winky Tse 4E (Mrs Sowerberry)
I am so happy to perform in this musical this year. Although
the practice was very hard, there were many interesting
things. Many of the leading roles are played by Form one
and two students, and the relationship between the seniors
and the juniors is wonderful. I
appreciate them because I saw
them try their best to practice.
Although this is a long musical,
I think it is worth it because the
musical is very touching and
there are many classic scenes. I
also really like my role because
it is challenging. I Hope that
there will be another musical
again next year!

I am Mr.Sowerberry in the
story of ‘Oliver’. He is a
strange man, so I need to
open up myself to play this
man. During the rehearsal,
we need to learn by heart
all the words and lyrics. It
is hard for me because I am
weak in English. But I hope
I can make progress through
this musical. Thank you for
all your support. Hope you enjoy it.

Fung Cia 5C (Mrs Bedwin)
I play the role of Mrs Bedwin in Oliver. It is a new
challenge for me to act like an old lady who is full of
maternal love. But it is also fun to try this new character.
Although there were laughter and tears while we were
practicing, it is a memorable experience to perform in
this musical.

I am really happy to have the opportunity to perform in this musical. This is
definitely a wonderful memory of my school life.

Sienna Cheng 1B (Mrs Bumble)
Edgar Wong 1B (Dodger)
It is my pleasure to play a role in this musical. I have really
enjoyed this journey. I really like the way we practiced in the
rehearsal .This is a whole new experience for me. In fact, I wish
I could have played a more important part in this production. I
will work hard and seize another chance in the future.
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This performance is a good opportunity for
me to show my strengths. I like singing and
the songs in this musical, I think, are very
good. Sometimes I need to give up my holiday
to practice, but it is worth it. I enjoy this
experience and made a lot of new friends.
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Synopsis of Oliver! The Musical
Message from the Principal
“Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.”
--Berthold Auerbach
In the Musical “Oliver!”, the author would like to bring the effects of
industrialism and poverty on 19th-century England to the audience. Oliver, an
innocent child, was trapped in a world where his only options seemed to be
the workhouse, a life of crime symbolized by gangs, a prison, or even an early
grave. From this unpromising situation, however, a fairy tale also emerged. In
the midst of corruption and poor living standard, Oliver remained pure-hearted.
He steered away from evil when those around him gave in to it. He eventually
received his reward – leaving for a peaceful life in the country, surrounded by kind friends.
I strongly believe that music is the movement of sound to reach the soul for the education of its virtue. Although Wing
Lung students are not facing such a poor living environment as Oliver’s, they can still have a chance to think about their
values on love and meaning of life through this musical. Life education emerges in different aspects of the curriculum in our
school. By bringing the musical alive, all our students demonstrate their talents to express their enthusiasm on music, vocal
and acting. I hope that the values of love and perseverance are instilled into every Wing Lung student. May all Wing Lung
students remain pure-hearted like Oliver when they face difficulties and challenges in their everyday life.

Message from the Directors
Lydia Pang (Director and Musical Director)
I believe in the magic of musical theatre. It is a wonderful platform to strengthen young
people in different levels, no matter whether it is knowledge, physical skills, emotional or
social aspects. But the most precious thing is that they find themselves shining on stage,
and realize that they are confident and capable to overcome difficulties.
I am so happy to work with these young people. They are talented and adorable, and I
am so proud of them. I would like to thank Principal Cheng for rendering his full support
to the drama programme and musical production. I would also like to thank my favourite
partner Alex; with his professional practice and earnest attitude, he set a great example to
his junior sisters and brothers.

Alex Kwok (Assistant Director, Singing Coach, Mr Bumble)
The seventh year to be an MJese. From the swing to be the main; from on the stage to
behind the stage; from learning to teaching, I am glad that I can still learn and enjoy the
stage with my fellow schoolmates. We work hard and play together. I am sure it would be
a memorable memory for all of us.
The musical “Oliver” is a well-known musical for nearly 60 years. We’re glad to present
you the fabulous show. Enjoy!
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“Oliver!” is a musical based upon Charles Dickens’s novel “Oliver Twist”. Oliver Twist is born in a workhouse in England
in 1830s. He becomes an orphan after his mother, whose name no one knows, dies just after Oliver’s birth. After Oliver’s
poverty and misfortune in the workhouse and undertaker’s shop, Oliver runs away and travels toward London. Nearing
London, Oliver encounters Jack Dawkins, a pickpocket, more commonly known by the nickname the “Artful Dodger”.
Oliver follows Dodger to the “old gentleman’s” residence. In this way, Oliver unwittingly falls in with
an infamous criminal known as Fagin. Soon, Oliver naively goes out to “work” with Artful Dodger and
Charley Bates, but he is captured because of the accusation of stealing Mr. Brownlow’s handkerchief. But
luckily, the bookstore owner who witnesses Dodger commit the crime proves Oliver’s innocence. Oliver,
who is actually very ill, faints in the courtroom. Mr. Brownlow takes Oliver home and takes care of him
with his housekeeper Mrs. Bedwin. Unfortunately, Oliver’s happy life is interrupted when Fagin and
Bill Sikes grab Oliver back to their hideout, fearing Oliver might tell the police about their criminal plan.
Finally, with Nancy’s help, Oliver is rescued at last.

Oliver Production Team
Book written by Charles Dickens
Music & Lyrics by Lionel Bart
Director and Music Director
Assistant Director and Singing Coach
Surtitles
Language Coach
Lighting Designer
Sound Designer
Administration and Ticketing
Graphic Design
Make Up Team

Ms Lydia Pang
Mr Alex Kwok (Alumni)
Ms Peggy Chan and Ms Tracy Lai
Ms Vivien Kwok, Mr Jo Kwang Eulogio
Mr Kevin Wu
Mr Jeremy Leung (Alumni)
Mr Albert Wong, Ms Queenie Kong, Ms Vivien Kwok
Ms Codi Kwok
Ms Wing Shum, Ms Karsten Tai, Mr Neil Yuen (Alumni)

Cast List
Actors
Jerry Fung 1C
Michael Lee 6C
Nancy Poon 5D
Alex Kwok (Alumni)
Edgar Wong 1B
Dicky Lam 5D
Cici Wong 2C
Issac Cheung 4D
Winky Tse 4E
Sierra Cheng 1B
Irene Zhou 1D
Cia Fung 5C
Anson Liu 3C
Mary Chan 1D
Chaka Wong 1D
Vicky Yim 1D
Nicholas Mok 2A
Nicole Chow 2C

Characters
Oliver Twist
Fagin
Nancy
Mr Bumble / Street Crowd (P)
The Artful Dodger
Bill Sikes
Bet
Mr Sowerberry / Street Crowd (P)
Mrs Sowerberry / Street Crowd (P)
Mrs Bumble / Street Crowd (P)
Widow Corney / Street Crowd (P)
Mrs Bedwin / Street Crowd ®
Charley Bates / Pamper Assistant
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys

Actors
Connie Lau 2C
Vienna Ting 2C
William Wong 2D
Marco Leung 1A
Reyes Chan 1C
Cindy Cheung 2C
Kumiko Chan 2C
Vivian Cheung 2C
Ben Lam 2C
Koey Yu 2C
Natalie Chan 4A
Yoyo Chong 1B
Rachel Lee 1B
Koey Ho 1D
Annie Chan 2C
Angel Cheng 2C
Daisy Mok 2C

Characters
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Orphan / Fagin’s Boys
Mr Brownlow / Pamper Assistant
Mr Grimwig / Orphan / Street Runner
Noah / Orphan / Street Crowd (P)
Charlotte / Orphan / Street Crowd (P)
Old Sally / Orphan / Street Crowd(P)
Pamper Assistant / Policeman
Old Lady / Orphan / Street Crowd(P)
Orphan / Street Crowd(P)
Orphan / Street Crowd ®
Orphan / Street Crowd ®
Orphan / Street Crowd ®
Orphan / Street Crowd (P)
Orphan / Street Crowd (P)
Orphan / Street Crowd ®
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